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Adler, Carole S. Down By the River. Coward, 1981. 81-685. ISBN 0-698-20532-4. 206p. $9.95.
Since the story opens with an italicized passage in which it is clear that Marybeth is
R married, this isn't about whether or not girl gets boy, although it is equally clear that
6-9 Marybeth, whatever else happens in the course of the book, wants only the stability
and security of love and marriage. It's just her choice of a husband that is out of the
usual love-story pattern, for after a long and painful period in which she realizes that
the boy she's always loved (well, always since sixth grade) cares for her only superfi-
cially, Marybeth adjusts; she even learns to care for the rock-steady older man who is
a young father (Marybeth already loves his two children, for whom she has been
caring since their mother walked out) and she marries him. There are other re-
lationships to balance the love interest: a growing understanding of her sometimes
cranky mother, a deep and proud affection for a younger sister with cerebral palsy, a
character presented as a strong and determined thirteen-year-old. The writing style
gets a bit florid occasionally, but not often enough to be obstrusive and mar the flow
of the story.
Adler, Carole S. Shelter on Blue Barns Road. Macmillan, 1981. 80-24715. ISBN 0-02-700280-2.
130p. $8.95.
Betsy, thirteen, finds that the most appealing thing about a new home in the
M country is the big dog in a nearby animal shelter; she can't have Zoro because of
5-7 Dad's allergy, but when she thinks the dog is going to be killed, she sneaks him into
the barn. The dog, who has been responsive to Betsy although he has the reputation
of a killer, attacks her brother; first Betsy lies and says she's killed the dog when
she's actually hidden him, then she sadly agrees, having confessed her lie, to having
the dog put down. To this major plot line is tied, although not firmly, the unhappy
family situation: the family has moved to be near Mother's job, a necessity since Dad
(now bitter and surly) lost his teaching job because of students' complaints that "he's
shoved a couple around and used bad language." Betsy's older brother is particularly
bitter about being uprooted and begins dealing marijuana. This doesn't hang together
as a literary structure, having little synthesis of main and ancillary plots; it is also
weak in its lack of focus, since the one change (Betsy's acquisition of a sense of
responsibility) changes neither the family situation nor relationships.
Adler, David A. Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Dinosaur Bones; illus. by Susanna Natti.
Viking, 1981. 80-25132. ISBN 0-670-20040-9. 57p. $5.95.
Although a bit crowded by hatching and scratching, the line drawings that illustrate
Ad this primary grades mystery have a satisfying amount of action and humor; they echo
2-4 the brisk style and pacing of the text, third in a series of stories about the fifth-grade
girl whose detective prowess is due in part to her powers of observation, in part to
her photographic memory. The plot development is the weakest aspect of the story,
[1]
as Cam and her friend Eric pursue a mysterious theft of dinosaur bones and discover
both the culprits and their motivation.
Adoff, Arnold. Today We Are Brother and Sister; illus. by Glo Coalson. Lothrop, 1981.
80-16075. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41973-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51973-3. 32 p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Coalson's mixed media pictures, composed with bold simplicity and vibrant with
Ad color, illustrate a story-poem about the long day two children spend at a beach.
2-4 Brother and sister, the two squabble and play, squabble and play; at times each
speaks alone, at times the two speak together. Adoff's verse conveys the atmosphere
of sunny isolation and the closeness of the siblings despite the superficial sniping.
What may puzzle readers is that the day starts in a vacation setting that is tropical;
there is one picture that shows the two children in the back seat of a car; on the next
double-page spread the two are having an early morning pillow fight and watching the
snow through their window: i.e., there is no clear passage of time to account for the
shift in setting.
Aiken, Joan. Arabel and Mortimer; illus. by Quentin Blake. Doubleday, 1981. 79-6577. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-385-15642-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-15643-X. 143p. Trade ed. $9.95;
Library ed. $10.90.
Back after seven years, the trouble-oriented pet of sweet little Arabel gets into one
R jam after another in three hilarious stories in which the author successfully attempts
4-6 to avoid the believable and combines arrant nonsense with a bland delivery. Very
effective, this nonsense, and Aiken throws in Arabel's mother, a rival to Mrs. Mala-
prop, a series of deliberately stereotyped characters, occasionally speaking de-
liberately stereotyped dialect ("Och, mairrcy," says the ship's engineer Hamish
McTavish) and sundry improbable coincidences in three adventures: a frantic cruise,
a foiled mass animalnapping at a zoo, and a dig at which Mortimer flies off with what
just might be Arthur's true sword.
Alexander, Martha. Marty McGee's Space Lab, No Girls Allowed; written and illus. by
Martha Alexander. Dial, 1981. 81-2479. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-5156-7; Library ed.
ISBN 0-8037-5157-5. 28p. Trade ed. $7.50; Library ed. $7.44.
Science fantasy for the read-aloud audience? And feminism, too? Sounds like
R heavy stuff, but it isn't, not in Alexander's practiced hands. Belligerently ordering his
K-2 little sister Rachel to stay out of his room, where he's making a space helmet, Marty
never thinks of the possibility that baby Jenny will climb out of her playpen, put on
the helmet, and fly. But she does. Trying to learn her secret, Marty is forced to accept
his sisters, who have united against him. as members of his space team. Realism,
piquant if light in weight, is nicely mixed with a touch of fantasy in a blithely told,
engagingly illustrated book in which the neat little drawings match a deft little story.
Alexander, Martha. Move Over, Twerp; written and illus. by Martha Alexander. Dial, 1981.
80-21405. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-6139-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-6140-6. 28p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46.
Tones of green and yellow add brightness to the neat, small-scale drawings of
R children in a heartening little story in which a very small boy outwits a bully. Jeffrey,
4-6 on his first day of riding the school bus, finds the perfect seat but is ousted by a bigger
yrs. boy. His father advises refusing to move, his older sister advises a show of strength.
Neither tactic works; the same boy who said "Clear out, Twerp," just lifts Jeffrey
[2]
into another seat. Then Jeffrey himself thinks of a way to cope, using humor and
capitalizing on the term "Twerp." He crayons "Supertwerp" on his shirt and so
amuses the older children that they go along with the idea: "Boy, I wouldn't tangle
with you. We better watch this guy. He means business." Simply, lightly told in
monologue or dialogue, a story that should satisfy the youngest set.
Apfel, Necia H. It's All Relative: Einstein's Theory of Relativity; diagrams by Yukio Kondo;
illus. with photographs. Lothrop, 1981. 80-28188. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41981-X;
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51981-4. 141p. Trade ed $9.95; Library ed. $9.59.
With his revolutionary statement in 1905 that the velocity of light is constant
R everywhere and at all times, Albert Einstein refuted a basic assumption upon which
6- much of the science of that time was based. What seems to be a difference, based on
individual frames of reference (i.e., two moving objects passing each other, compar-
ing measurements), the "time dilation," is relative. From this, Einstein moved to his
theory that a small amount of matter is equal to an enormous amount of energy:
E=mc2. He also developed the theory that gravitation and acceleration are the same,
the "principle of equivalence," rejecting Newton's theory of gravitation. The discus-
sion of these concepts and of such concepts as the bending of light rays or the
curvature of space are explained clearly, with illuminating home experiments that
demonstrate how such phenomena function. The language of the text is lucid but the
concepts intricate, so that the book requires close attention; given that attention,
Einstein's theories become comprehensible. This may be due in large measure to the
fact that the author is experienced in lecturing on astronomy to elementary and high
school students; her material is logically arranged and sequentially developed. A
glossary and an index are provided.
Arnold, Caroline. My Friend from Outer Space; illus. by Carol Nicklaus. Watts, 1981. 80-
22045. Trade ed. ISBN 0-531-02473-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-531-04192-1. 28p. (Easy-
Read Books) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $6.90.
Almost in strip format and style (framed pictures have the illustrations in a top box,
R with text printed against a yellow background in the bottom box) the casual drawings
2-3 give the only clue to the other-world appearance of Sherry when she casts off (or so
she claims) her Earth-disguise. Her nameless best friend, who tells the story, is not
convinced by any of Sherry's plausible answers that she's really from outer space.
They go into Sherry's dark garage, crawl into an even darker box, and go "a million
miles an hour," says Sherry. When they get there it still looks like Sherry's garage.
Sherry explains that, too. She had picked a place on earth that looked like home so
she wouldn't get homesick. She disappears briefly, returning in hideous guise and
convincing her friend it's true; the guise is shed, they get back into the box. "Now do
you believe I come from outer space?" "Yes." A brisk and amusing story, very
nicely told in simple dialogue, will have primary-grade readers feeling that they're in
on a good scam; this should also appeal to the read-aloud audience.
Artis, Vicki Kimmel. Pajama Walking; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully. Houghton, 1981.
80-22658. ISBN 0-395-30343-5. 32p. $6.95.
Although this is divided into four chapters, it's really a continuum, as Clara and her
Ad overnight guest, Bessie, have a gala and prolonged splurge of silliness before they go
K-3 to bed. The title gives a clue to one ploy, both girls getting into Daddy's pajamas.
They mix some chocolate toothpaste, discuss painting their toenails, and are finally
firmly led to bed by a patient but not amused Daddy. The pictures, line and wash in
blue and pink tones, have a scratchy, casual humor that fits the mildly amusing but
not very substantial text.
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Ashley, Bernard. Dinner Ladies Don't Count; illus. by Janet Duchesne. Watts, 1981. 80-
83008. ISBN 0-531-04281-2. 44p. $5.95.
The story of a small child and his unhappy day at school, this English import has
Ad some universal qualities but is weak in its focus: Jason behaves badly, is accused of
2-3 doing something of which he's innocent, proves his innocence-and that's the end of
the book. Illustrated with deft ink drawings, the story is adequately told, certainly
perceptive in expressing the stubborn hostility of an unhappy child but less clear in
depicting the teacher, whose soft question, "Oh, Jason! Why, love?" when he spoils
another child's work has been preceded by her saying "You're a nasty, naughty,
little boy, and none of us wants you in our room, do we, children?" The dinner lady
of the title is a staff member who, despite Jason's dismissal of her as unimportant, is
the one adult who gets Jason to talk about why he is miserable and defiant.
Avi. A Place Called Ugly. Pantheon, 1981. 80-23326. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84755-5; Library
ed. ISBN 0-394-94755-X. 141p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
Owen, fourteen, is the narrator of a story of stubborn protest. When he learns that
Ad the beach cottage in which he's spent so many happy summer vacations is to be torn
6-8 down, Owen decides to have a sit-in, refusing to go home when his family leaves. He
even pleads with the owner, who plans to sell the property to people who are going to
build a hotel. Most of the local people are angry, feeling that a hotel will create jobs,
and the rebellious Owen finally sets fire to the dilapidated house just before the
bulldozer reaches it. It's a dramatic ending to an overextended story, slowed by
interpolated passages (in italics) of third-person anecdotes about other, earlier sum-
mers. Adequately written, and with believable characters, the book is weakened by
an attenuation of an insubstantial plot.
Baker, Betty. Danby and George; illus. by Adrianne Lobel. Greenwillow, 1981. 80-15707.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80289-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84289-5. 64p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Illustrated by pencil drawings that are technically accurate but sedate in mood,
Ad echoing the effect of the text, this is a quiet animal fantasy. Danby is a deer mouse
3-4 who lives in the zoo garage, timorously abiding by all the safey precautions he has set
up. His pattern is disturbed by George, a reckless wood rat who is staying with
Danby because his own home has been destroyed. Through George, Danby gets to
know some of the zoo animals he's so carefully avoided, but the encounter between
the two changes neither animal: George is still curious and careless, Danby still
cautious. Nicley told, especially in the use of dialogue, but slight in plot; the two
animals are cleverly characterized, incorporating human traits with gentle mockery.
Batchelor, John. The Euphrates; written by John and Julie Batchelor. Wayland/Silver Burdett,
1981. 80-53605. ISBN 0-382-06518-2. 67p. illus. with photographs. $7.95.
A glossary, a brief index, an even more brief reading list, and the figures for the
Ad lengths of the Tigris, Euphrates, and Shatt Al Arab rivers are provided at the end of a
4-6 dry text, first published in England, that is arranged by regions and is illustrated by
color photographs, adequately placed and captioned. It is necessary to flip back
repeatedly to a map at the beginning of the book in order to follow textual references,
and it is mildly irritating to find place names in the text that are not shown on the map.
The text describes the river from its twin sources in the mountains of eastern Turkey
to its merging with the Tigris and its end in the Persian Gulf. The information given
includes historical, cultural, geographic, industrial, agricultural, ethnic, and religious
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aspects of life in the countries through which the Euphrates runs, with special em-
phasis on those areas through which the river flows. There are many facts provided,
but the sum is a heavily packed compendium of relentless information.
Berger, Melvin. Computers in Your Life. T. Y. Crowell, 1981. 80-2452. Trade ed. ISBN
0-690-04100-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04101-2. 117p. illus. with photographs. Trade
ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
This is not intended as an introduction to computers and how they function,
Ad although it gives some pertinent facts about computer programming and capabilities,
5-7 but as an overview of the present diversity and the future potential of computers.
Berger shows how the use of computers in offices, public services, transportation,
medicine, and other fields has already changed the speed and precision of problem
solving, and he shows how new applications of computer technology are beginning to
be within the grasp of individuals for home use, a function that will undoubtedly
increase in the future. The material is interesting, although most of it is available in
other books for children; the writing style is rather flat, with occasional fictionalized
passages that have an air of contrivance. A bibliography and an index are provided.
Bible, adaptations. The Nativity; notes by Johanna Hecht; illus. by Bore Svensson. De-
lacorte, 1981. 81-65400. ISBN 0-440-06273-X. 4p. $9.95.
Sturdy paper is used to form the four sections of a pop-up book in the style of the
Ad traditional Neapolitan creche, this version based on the eighteenth-century creche
all displayed each Christmas at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. De-
ages scriptive notes are on the outer side of the exterior panels and the Biblical text (Luke
2:1, 3-14) is on the bottom of the half-panels that form the base of the creche; thus, no
text is visible when the flaps are open. The figures are fragile, handsome in a florid
style. This seems more suitable, because of its fragility, for a display piece in a home
or library, than in a collection. To fully enjoy the figures, the text must be invisible; to
read the notes, one must forego the visual appeal.
Bible. The Seven Days of Creation; ad. and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Holiday House,
1981. 81-2952. ISBN 0-8234-0398-X. 28p. $11.95.
Oversize pages are used for the stunning paintings that show the creation of light
R and darkness, land and sea, of birds and beasts and fish and people, of the sun and
all moon and stars. Fisher's colors are rich, his composition bold, his adaptation simple
ages without deviating from the spirit of the Biblical version. "Once there was a watery
vastness without life or light. Only the spirit of God moved across the darkness," the
book begins, the letters printed in electric blue against the black/blue/green stippling
of the first page. Very handsome indeed.
Blume, Judy. Tiger Eyes. Bradbury, 1981. 81-6152. ISBN 0-87888-185-9. 256 p. $9.95.
"Mr. Wexler ... is survived by his wife, Gwendolyn; a daughter, Davis, 15; and a
R son, Jason, 7." It is Davey who tells the story, whose grief is combined with fear-
7-9 for her father had been shot during a robbery of the family store, and the family lived
in a flat above the store. The Wexlers go to Los Alamos to stay with family, and
Davey resents both the overprotective behavior of her aunt and uncle, and the fact
that her mother seems to have relinquished all responsibility for her children or
initiative for herself. It is the one friend she makes, Wolf, who calls Davey "Tiger
Eyes," and it is Wolf who helps Davey overcome her fears and her inertia. She can,
when her mother has recovered enough to face a return home, even accept the fact
that life has changed and that there will be other changes. Sympathetic, perceptive,
[5]
and sophisticated in its relationships-particularly those between Davey and her aunt
and uncle-this is a touching and credible story of loss, and adjustment, and the slow
healing process that can be helped by friendship and love and patience.
Bird, Malcolm, illus. The Sticky Child; illus. by Malcolm Bird. Harcourt, 1981. 81-4071. ISBN
0-15-280338-6. 30p. $6.95.
In a wordless picture book, the black and white line drawings have as an accent the
NR various forms of red food and drink that a small child spills, drips, smears, etc. His
4-6 parents go off on a trip (althought they carry a suitcase and read flight brochures, they
yrs. seem to be gone only overnight) leaving a baby sitter to cope; after some exposure to
sticky substances, she has an idea (light bulb indicates idea) and makes a sticky red
pie. She pushes the pie into the child's face, they both laugh, and the child is sorry to
see his baby sitter go when his parents return. The drawing is in cartoon style; the
appeal to the lap audience is in the constant mess, presumably; the facts that neither
the child's parents nor the sitter (an older woman) can cope and that pie-in-the-face is
the solution brings this down to a slapstick level.
Bodecker, N. M., The Lost String Quartet; written and illus. by N. M. Bodecker. Atheneum,
1981. 80-1106. ISBN 0-689-50200-1. 28p. $9.95.
The scratchy, raffish line drawings, like inspired doodling, capture the lunatic
Ad quality of the text, in which the members of the Daffodil String Quartet run into more
4-6 desperate situations than the heroines of the serials of silent film days. Their car is
lifted by a crane and compacted, a boa swallows one of the instruments so they have
to rent the boa, they have to pay for three pounds of string beans that freeze on a
violin, all four have to climb onto one set of skis to make their performance date.
They get there-in a blizzard-to perform to an enthusiastic audience (the boa
sounds fine) and then there is an abrupt end to the concert and the book; the abrupt-
ness is almost lost in the general daffiness, which provides a lot of fun but might be
even more comic if it had moments of respite to give some contrast.
Borchers, Elisabeth. Dear Sarah; tr. and ad. from the German by Elizabeth Shub; illus. by
Wilhelm Schlote. Greenwillow, 1981. 80-14512. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80277-X; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-688-84277-1. 30p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.55.
A series of letters to a small girl tells something about the European cities her
R father is visiting, but consists primarily of his jokes, poems, inventive fantasies, and
K-3 affectionate--often humorous-remarks. The illustrations, which include ingenious
drawings of envelopes, have a touch of Tomi Ungerer, although they are not imita-
tive; the line and wash pictures have vitality and variety.
Cauley, Lorinda Bryan, ad. The Goose and the Golden Coins; ad. and illus. by Lorinda Bryan
Cauley. Harcourt, 1981. 80-24591. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-15-232206-X; Paperback
ed. ISBN 0-15-232207-8. 42p. Hardcover ed. $11.95; Paperback ed. $5.95.
Based on the version by Giambattista Basile in his collection of folk tales collated
R in the seventeenth century, this is a simplified and slightly purged version of the story
K-2 better known as "The Goose That Laid the Golden Egg." The goose in this story,
grateful at being rescued by two poor, kind sisters, excretes golden coins. Borrowed
by some jealous women, the goose reverts to natural droppings; the angry women
twist the bird's neck, the goose then becoming so angry it bites. Unfortunately, it bites
the rear of a passing prince and will not let go; fortunately, amongst those who line up
to try their luck at rescuing the prince is one of the sisters. And that's how a royal
wedding comes about. The illustrations have humor, action, and rich use of color;
[6]
they tend, however, to be a bit busy with detail and occasionally awkward in the
drawings of human figures and faces.
Christopher, John. Fireball. Dutton, 1981. 80-22094. ISBN 0-525-29738-3. 148p. $10.25.
Neither Simon nor his American cousin Brad expected to enjoy the closeness that
R was being forced on them, since each had had other plans for the summer. They
7-10 adjusted to friendship; what they hadn't expected was to be separated, not in Lon-
don, but in another time and place. The transfer device is the fireball of the title, and
the time is that period in which the early Christians were battling for power while
Rome ruled Britain. The story has pace, suspense, adventure, and some humor in
dialogue; it is crafted with skill and avoids a stereotyped ending, for Brad and Simon
do not return to the contemporary London they've left, but sail in a small boat to the
southeast coast of North America.
Collins, David R. The One Bad Thing about Birthdays; illus. by David Wiesner. Harcourt,
1981. 80-23104. Trade ed. ISBN 0-15-258288-6; Paper ed. ISBN 0-15-258289-4. 27p.
(Let Me Read Books) Trade ed. $6.95; Paper ed. $2.95.
One idea is thinly stretched to become a whole-if brief-picture book, with white
M pages at the beginning and end of the story to indicate reality and pale blue pages on
1-3 which the line drawings indicate David's daydreaming. Gazing at his birthday cake,
David decides the only thing that's wrong is that he can have only one birthday wish.
Then he wishes, dreaming, that his Mother would give him permission to watch the
monster movie, and his grandmother would serve unlimited amounts of cookies, and
his sister would leave the bathroom whenever he wanted to come in, and the dentist
would say David needed to chew more bubble gum, and so on and so on. In finishing,
David wishes he didn't have to wait a year to make another birthday wish. Mean-
while, his guests are bored or dozing.
Dallinger, Jane. Spiders; illus. with photographs by Satoshi Kuribayashi. Lerner, 1981. 80-
27548. ISBN 0-8225-1456-7. 48p. $7.95.
First published in Japan in 1974, with the text by the photographer under the title
R The Spider's Secret, this has excellent enlarged color photographs; there are no
3-5 captions, but the textual references to pictures are carefully placed. Adequately
translated, the continuous text is followed by a glossary and an index; the focus is on
the spider's ability to spin silk and on the ways it uses its spinning ability to trap and
store prey, make nests, protect its young, etc.
Donnelly, Elfie. So Long, Grandpa; tr. from the German by Anthea Bell. Crown, 1981.
81-3241. ISBN 0-517-54423-7. 92p. $7.95.
Translated from the German, a candid and touching story of a child's first experi-
R ence with the death of a beloved family member is told convincingly by ten-year-old
4-6 Michael. He has a deep love for his grandfather, who lives with them, and is taken
aback when his father tells him that Grandpa has cancer. Grandpa is impatient with
euphemisms, and tells Michael he dislikes such evasions as "passing on," he wants
no pretense. Grandpa's pain increases, he loses weight, and then he dies. Michael
mourns, but Grandpa himself has helped Michael prepare for death, has made it
easier to accept the fact that he had had a happy life and recognized the simple
inevitability of death. This is a purposive book, but the author is honest about the
purpose and perceptive in describing the adjustment made by the dying and by those
around them.
[7]
Durova, Natalia. "Your Turn" Stories; tr. from the Russian by Jan Butler. Progress, 1981.
ISBN 0-8285-1857-2. 221p. illus. with photographs. $6.00.
Adequately but not always smoothly translated, this is a combination of Durova's
Ad reminiscences about her early childhood in a circus family, her stories (realistic or
4-6 fanciful) about children and animals, and an afterword about Durova, a popular
writer for children in the USSR. Both in style (insofar as can be told in translation)
and in organization, this is a bit choppy, but the combined appeals of animal stories
and circus experiences should attract readers.
Ecke, Wolfgang. The Invisible Witness; tr. from the German by Stella and Vernon Humphries;
illus. by Rolf Rettich. Prentice-Hall, 1981. 81-651. ISBN 0-13-505529-6. 143p. $7.95.
A collection of detective stories for the reader to solve, with answers given at the
Ad back of the book, has fairly simple clues, for the most part, to encourage the solver;
5-6 occasionally the planting of clues seems heavy-handed. This has the appeal of any set
of puzzles, but the stories are neither highly original nor especially well written.
Espeland, Pamela, ad. The Story of Baucis and Philemon; illus. by George Overlie. Carol-
rhoda Books, 1981. 80-27674. ISBN 0-87614-140-8. 29p. $5.95.
After a page about Ancient Greece and a few lines about the source for the legend
M of Baucis and Philemon, the retelling begins, a simplified and stilted version that is
2-4 illustrated with line drawings that are often busy with detail. Jupiter and Mercury
come to earth, disguised as poor travellers, and find no hospitality in a Phrygian town
until they reach the outskirts; there the old couple Baucis and Philemon give their last
food to the two gods, who then reveal their identity, flood the town, and turn the old
people's hut into a temple. Finally, they promise that the two will never be separated,
and at the end of their lives Baucis and Philemon turn into trees that flourish side by
side.
Espeland, Pamela, ad. The Story of Pygmalion; illus. by Catherine Cleary. Carolrhoda Books,
1981. 80-15792. ISBN 0-87614-127-0. 27p. $6.95.
As in the book above, the introduction gives (for one page) some background about
M Ancient Greece, and then two paragraphs about the story of Pygmalion. This is
2-4 followed by Espeland's simplified retelling, illustrated in pedestrian style (and with
one error, a change of the statue's arm-position) and based, according to jacket copy,
on "original sources." Reading the speech Pygmalion addresses to the goddess
Venus, it is hard to believe the original source was so effusive. However, the story of
the sculptor Pygmalion who fell in love with the beautiful statue that was brought to
life to become his wife is perennially appealing, and this is a comprehensible, if bland,
version for primary-grade readers.
Franz, Barbara E. Nutritional Survival Manual for the 80's: A Young People's Guide to
Dietary Goals for the United States; written by Barbara E. and William S. Franz.
Messner, 1981. 81-1280. ISBN 0-671-42563-3. 160p. illus. $8.79.
This is based on the second edition of the U.S. government publication of 1977,
Ad Dietary Goals for the United States; it has been adapted, the authors state in their
8-10 introduction, because "it is written in a way that many people find hard to follow."
Unfortunately, this version for young people is also not easy to follow: the writing is
carefully simplified, but the arrangement of material and the lack of specific instruc-
tion make the information diffuse. The book has, as does the original on which it is
based, many sensible suggestions and gives many clear facts; it is repetitive, how-
ever, not explicit about a diet although it's explicit about many factors in healthful
[8]
dieting. A list of dietary guidelines (repeating what is in the text), a glossary, a
bibliography, and an index are included.
Greaves, Margaret. Cat's Magic. Harper, 1981. 80-8451. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022122-4; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-06-022123-2. 183p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
This fanciful tale gets off to a good start with the first sentence, "As soon as I set
Ad eyes on my Aunt Harriet, I knew I was doomed to a life of sorrow." The narrator is
4-6 orphaned Louise (called Louisa by her aunt; "It's not your fault that you had a
French mother.") who has come to stay in the English countryside with gruff-but-
kind Harriet. It is through a stray kitten that the magic comes, and Louise finds
herself in a Victorian boardinghouse and brings two of her time-shift friends (Aunt
Daisy is actually a distant ancestor) back to contemporary times, all of which Harriet
takes in stride. The nice switch is that Harriet decides she prefers to live-
literally-in the past. The writing style is competent but intermittently static, concept
and structure are adequate, characterization minimal, the chief strength of the story
being in the time-shift concept and the nice blending of realism and fantasy.
Gregory, Diana. The Fog Burns Off By 11 O'Clock. Addison-Wesley, 1981. 80-26790. ISBN
0-201-04139-1. 155p. $7.95.
Adolescent Dede, who tells the story in an exclamation point atmosphere, de-
Ad scribes the summer at her father's luxurious beach house in California, with his beau-
6-8 tiful young bedmate, Judy, who's a complete surprise to his daughter. What Dede
learns, over the summer, is that Daddy really does love her, and wants her to live
with him as soon as the divorce is final and he is remarried. She also learns to
appreciate the fact that Judy really cares for Daddy. Most of all, she learns that
Daddy has changed, that although she loves him she'd really rather live with Mom
despite the fact that they don't always get along amicably. There's a balance of
material about new girl- and boyfriends to this summer-of-awakening story, which is
adequately written; the characters are believable although not drawn in depth; the
situation is also believable, although there seems no added dimension achieved by
having Daddy have a heart attack at the end of the story.
Haney, Lynn. I Am a Dancer; illus. with photographs by Bruce Curtis. Putnam, 1981. 80-
26285. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-399-20724-4; Paper ed. ISBN 0-399-20792-9. 64p.
Hardcover ed. $8.95; paper ed. $4.95.
An informative photographic essay that focuses on three young dancers is espe-
R cially interesting because two of the three-unlike the children about whom most
5-8 ballet books are written-are boys. Michael and Stephen Austin are brothers, twelve
and fourteen; their classmate Danielle is thirteen; all have performed as well as
studied, all are students at the Neubert Ballet Institute. The book gives a good picture
of the demands made upon young dancers, the satisfaction and joy they get from their
art, and the way in which ballet training helps improve their performance in other
fields (many sports, for example). The pictures are of fine quality, the text compe-
tently written.
Hautzig, Deborah. Second Star to the Right. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-1589. Trade ed. ISBN
0-688-00498-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00499-7. 151p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.63.
Leslie has loving parents, a comfortable home, a good friend, and she's a bit
R heavier than she wants to be; after losing a few pounds during an illness, she decides
7-10 to diet. That's the beginning of her trouble, anorexia nervosa, and she cannot herself
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understand the compulsion she feels to lose still more weight. Even when she knows
she's thin, she doesn't feel thin enough. Eventually she is hospitalized and, through
therapy sessions, begins to understand the motives for her self-starvation, motives
she has buried because it is so painful to admit the resentment she feels against a
mother she loves deeply. The story is told by Leslie, giving it an immediacy and
depth that make her compulsion pathetically comprehensible and revealing with
articulate insight the complexities of a mother-daughter relationship; psychologically
sound, dramatically constructed, the story is lightened by a wry humor in dialogue
and warmed by compassion.
Hautzig, Esther. A Gift for Mama; illus. by Donna Diamond. Viking, 1981. 80-24973. ISBN
0-670-33976-8. 56p. $8.95.
In a story set in a Polish city a generation ago, Sara is determined to break the
R family pattern of handmade gifts; she has seen a pair of black satin slippers that
3-5 would be just right to give Mama for Mother's Day, slippers that would exactly match
the beautiful black satin robe Mama seldom wears. With the help of her aunt, Sara
finds a way to earn money. Despite her professed preference for handmade gifts,
Mama is so pleased by the slippers that she changes-in the middle of the
afternoon!-into her robe and slippers. The story gives a warm picture of a large and
affectionate Jewish family and has an appeal in its depiction of a task achieved, but it
is placid in tone, a bit drawn-out. The illustrations, monoprints that are soft in
technique, are effective in black and white pictures with good texture and composi-
tion.
Hentoff, Nat. Does This School Have Capital Punishment? Delacorte, 1981. 80-68733. ISBN
0-440-02051-4. 170p. $8.95.
In a sequel to This School is Driving Me Crazy (reviewed in the January, 1976
R issue) Sam Davidson, whose father is headmaster in a private school, is now enrolled
6-9 at another school; he gets off to a bad start when he uses a friend's expired subway
pass, is caught, and has to go to court. On probationary status, Sam is warned by his
new headmaster that his record must be impeccable-and then Sam and another boy
are framed, accused of smoking pot by the classmate who had actually been the
culprit.This plot line then merges with another, Sam's new friendship with an elderly
black jazz musician, Kelley, who is the real hero of the story. Kelley goes to a great
deal of trouble and expense to prove Sam's innocence and to help the boy who got
Sam in trouble; both boys have become enchanted by their introduction, via Kelley,
to jazz. The merging of the plots is smooth and enables Hentoff to focus on two of his
long-expressed interests: jazz and education. As with the first book, there is some
exaggeration of character (the director of the high school, a man whose philosophy is
contrasted with that of the head-master) to make the author's point about teaching
and teachers' attitudes, but the characterization on the whole is vivid and credible;
the dialogue is witty, with humor inherent in situations rather than in action. Like the
first book, this is a better-than-average school story, both in the sense of being
provocative and being an enjoyable read.
Hoberman, Mary Ann. Yellow Butter, Purple Jelly, Red Jam, Black Bread; illus. by Chaya
Burstein. Viking, 1981. 80-26555. ISBN 0-670-79382-5. 60p. $6.95.
A tall, narrow book, illustrated with soft brown line drawings that are nicely
R incorporated into the page layouts, has bouncy, cheery poems about children and
3-5 animals. The subjects, the rhyme, the rhythm and word play will appeal to the lap
yrs. audience and some of the literary devices (alliteration, repetition) may unobtrusively
strengthen pre-reading skills. There are brisk nonsense poems about zoo animals,
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poems about play, and some (fewer) quiet and thoughtful poems about emotions. In
sum, a very nice new selection for young children, deftly written by a practiced hand.
Holmes, Burnham. Early Morning Rounds: A Portrait of a Hospital; photographs by Janet
Beller. Four Winds, 1981. 80-69995. ISBN 0-590-07611-6. 79p. $9.95.
The text, told as fiction, focuses on the hospital rounds of two third-year medical
Ad students, and is written by an author who changed fields after three years in a
6-9 premedical program. It is told chiefly in dialogue, so that there are many explanations
of procedures, illnesses, treatments, etc. as Nick and Jennifer rotate through various
hospital services. This is not as well-written nor as informative as Kenneth Klein's
Getting Better: A Medical Student's Story (reviewed in the May, 1981 issue) but it
gives a good deal of information about hospital routines and third year training,
although the introduction of information into conversation often seems contrived.
Hutchins, Pat. The Mona Lisa Mystery; illus. by Laurence Hutchins. Greenwillow, 1981.
79-20263. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80243-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84243-7. 184p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
The lively third grade class that had an exciting, if improbable, adventure the year
R before (in Follow That Bus! reviewed in the November, 1977 issue) now takes off by
2-4 bus and ferry for Paris and another, equally nonsensical swashing and buckling romp.
There are mysterious bearded men, a theft of the Mona Lisa, a patently fake French
teacher, much chasing about, the discovery that the school's head mistress is im-
prisoned in a Paris cellar, and of course, a triumphant conclusion, complete with
recovery of the painting, television coverage, and the award of the Legion of Honor
to the class. Absolutely nothing is meant to be taken seriously, so that all of the
exaggeration, coincidence, contrivance, and stereotyped characterization become
part of the fun.
Ireson, Barbara, ed. and comp. Tales Out of Time. Philomel, 1981. 80-25362. ISBN 0-399-
20786-4. 247p. $9.95.
A fine collection of tales, some from such established masters of science fiction as
R Ray Bradbury and John Wyndham, others from writers who usually work in another
7-10 genre, such as Walter de la Mare and John Rowe Townsend. The unifying theme, as
the title indicates, is time-shift, and it is handled in an interesting variety of ways in
this anthology.
Jaques, Faith. Tilly's Rescue; written and illus. by Faith Jaques. Atheneum, 1981. 80-14419.
ISBN 0-689-50175-7. 28p. $9.95.
Framed watercolor pictures, with sturdy figures and strong colors, show the gar-
R gantuan figures of the human world as a small wooden doll sees them. Worried
K-2 because her friend Edward the teddy bear hasn't shown up as he'd promised, Tilly
braves the dangerous world outside her miniature room and rescues her friend,
trapped on a high shelf at the greengrocer's shop. He uses a box-top as a sled to pull
her home through the new-fallen snow, and they carry twigs that make a very nice
Christmas tree when they get home. Toys, friendship, Christmas, and adventure are
nicely packaged in a read aloud tale that is nicely styled and told.
Jaquith, Priscilla. Bo Rabbit Smart for True: Folktales from the Gullah; illus. by Ed Young.
Philomel, 1981. 80-13275. Trade ed. ISBN 0-399-20793-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-399-
61179-7. 55p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.99.
Scholarly notes about the theories of Gullah origin precede the retelling of four
tales, and notes on those tales follow them, as does a bibliography. The craftiness of
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R Bo Rabbit will be familiar and appealing to most children; indeed the tales themselves
K-3 will be familiar, since they appear in several cultures as variants. Here the illustra-
* tions add to the humor of the stories, flavorful in their restrained use of the distinctive
Gullah speech, with deft, soft pencil drawings that are arranged in strips of frames
(like a reel of film) down the outside edges of each page. Text and pictures are
beautifully integrated, the stories are timeless and universal in appeal, and the telling
has a vitality that makes this an excellent choice for reading alone or aloud, as well as
for storytelling.
Jones, Diana Wynne. The Homeward Bounders. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-1905. ISBN 0-688-
00678-7. 224p. $8.95.
They, the mysterious ones, the masters, are manipulating a whole chain of worlds
Ad in this fantasy-adventure story that is told by Jamie, one of the wandering outcasts
6-9 who are doomed to range the worlds (he meets the Flying Dutchman and the Wan-
dering Jew) until they are able to re-enter their own. As Jamie recounts his adven-
tures among the worlds, his encounters with other Homeward Bounders, and the
concluding revolt against Them, which leaves Jamie a wanderer for all time, the pace
of the story quickens after a rather slow start, and a fuzzy one. Jones has, in earlier
books, handled more successfully the device of introducing unexplained elements
and letting comprehension grow. Here there is a lag. However, the concept itself is
ingenious, the characters are varied, the setting interesting, and the writing style
vigorous but controlled.
Karl, Jean E. But We Are Not of Earth. Dutton, 1981. 80-21849. ISBN 0-525-27342-5. 170p.
$10.25.
In a science fiction story told by Romula Linders, she goes on an adventurous
R mission with her three best friends at the School/Home for Discoverers' Children.
7-10 It's an assignment that challenges the wits and the training of the four adolescents,
who are sent on a space exploration program with a teacher who is supposed to help
but not direct them. There's a great deal of vitality and humor in the dialogue, an
unexpected element of danger as well as the expected adventure, and the added
appeals of space flight and of a mission accomplished. This will surely appeal to SF
buffs, but it may also attract the general reader to the genre.
Kehoe, Michael. The Rock Quarry Book. Carolrhoda Books, 1981. 80-28165. ISBN 0-87614-
142-4. 28p. illus. with photographs. $5.95.
Text and pictures give information about the way rock is cut, hoisted, shipped, and
Ad prepared for use. The material is sequentially arranged and the description of pro-
3-5 cesses clear; the photographs are not always clear. This gives a bit more information
about some processes than most articles in children's encyclopedias, and rather less
than they give on quarrying in general. The writing is simple, the style static.
Lobel, Arnold. Uncle Elephant; written and illus. by Arnold Lobel. Harper, 1981. 80-8944.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023979-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-023980-8. 64p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Nine gentle stories for the beginning independent reader; the soft grey, peach, and
R green tones of the deft pictures are an appropriate echo of the mood. The nephew and
1-2 uncle may be elephants, but their relationship speaks effectively of the special bond
between young and old and of the comforting fact that other family members can be
as loving and supportive as parents are. Here the little elephant's parents are (tem-
porarily) lost at sea, and Uncle Elephant takes his nephew home to distract and
cosset him.
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Lorenz, Lee, ad. Pinchpenny John: Suggested by Incidents in Chaucer's "The Miller's Tale";
ad. and illus. by Lee Lorenz. Prentice-Hall, 1981. 80-25999. ISBN 0-13-676254-9.
30p. $9.95.
Loosely based on Chaucer's "The Miller's Tale," this moral story is adapted in a
R blithe, bouncy fashion and is illustrated by cartoon style drawings that are washed in
3-4 soft tones and exaggerated in mood. A medieval carpenter is as protective of his
grandchild Alison as he is of his wealth; old John is also credulous, believing his
scheming apprentice, who uses Alison's yearning to see the Oxford fair to trick the
old man out of money. Alison realizes that the apprentice means to rob her grand-
father, not just filch a few coins for the fair, and she attacks the apprentice. So the
villain is punished, the girl proves her filial devotion, and the old man relents and
becomes generous with his money and hospitable to his grandchild's friends. Not
great art, but great fun.
Moeri, Louise. Save Queen of Sheba. Dutton, 1981. 80-23019. ISBN 0-525-33202-2. 116p.
$9.25.
At first the boy, King David, thought he was the only survivor of the Sioux attack.
R Weak from an attempted scalping, horrified by the sight of all the corpses in the
4-6 wagon party, King David was overjoyed to discover his six-year-old sister, Queen of
Sheba, alive. Determined to get both of them to the advance party that included their
parents, King David faced a battery of obstacles, not the least of which was that the
fretful, pampered Queen of Sheba was recalcitrant. She wanted cooked food. She
wanted Ma. She wanted her own way. And the tired, hungry, wounded boy was
patient and protective, not just because she was his sister but because he would have
to face Ma and Pa. Although the story sags a bit here and there, it is on the whole a
deft sustaining of suspense and mood, impressive in a book that has so stark a setting
and so sparse a cast. Only once is there an encounter, almost in pantomime, between
the two children and Indians. King David's realization of what it meant to native
Americans to have white interlopers crossing their land, killing the buffalo for just
their hides, and grazing their horses on the Indian pastures serves as a foil for the
implicit depiction of the attack as a massacre of innocents.
Phipson, Joan, A Tide Flowing. Atheneum, 1981. 80-24375. ISBN 0-689-50196-X. 156p. $8.95.
A major Australian author writes with sympathy and insight about a child who feels
R doubly rejected, not sure that his mother's drowning hadn't been suicide and only too
6-9 sure that his father is never going to send for him. Mark, fourteen, has been staying
with his father's parents, but doesn't feel he fits in, doesn't feel he belongs anywhere.
He's injured when he stops a runaway wheelchair at an intersection; after his hos-
pitalization he meets Connie, the paraplegic whose life he's saved. Connie hasn't
long to live, but while she lives, she becomes a close friend to whom Mark can say
anything, through whom he gains both compassion and stability; ". .. loneliness was
something he had put by, like childhood." Phipson uses the sea and the rarely seen
albatross as symbols of Mark's solitude and loss, but she uses them as poignant notes
rather than the fabric of the story, so that there is no break in the smooth, strong
narrative flow.
Quackenbush, Robert. Pete Pack Rat's Christmas Eve Surprise; written and illus. by Robert
Quackenbush. Lothrop, 1981. 81-1908. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00630-2; Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-00631-0. 30p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
This has the triple appeals of plenty of action (albeit improbable), a Christmas
Ad setting, and animal characters, and it's illustrated with busy, if over-crowded draw-
K-3 ings of a Wild West community. The plot: there is a Christmas Eve jailbreak, and the
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Gila Monster Gang steals the pifiata that Pete Pack Rat has made for the town
Christmas party. Sheriff Sally Gopher decides to let the thieves go and to continue
with the party, but she's delighted to find that Pete had actually made two pifiatas,
that he had switched them, and that not only were the presents in the hidden pifiata
intact but also that the second pifiata had chocolate-covered soap in it. The gang
members, frightened and foaming at the mouth, appear and are put back in jail; the
Christmas festivities are resumed. Slapdash, but entertaining; neither the writing nor
the illustration is outstanding, but each has a comparable strength: the structure of
the story is its strongest feature, just as the composition of the art is its strongest
feature.
Quin-Harkin, Janet. Magic Growing Powder; illus. by Art Cumings. Parents Magazine, 1981.
80-18019. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8193-1037-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-8193-1038-7. 36p.
Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $5.95.
Brisk, bright comic drawings that have the same flyaway line as the work of James
R Stevenson illustrate a story that has the same kind of perky humor. The writing is
2-3 simple, direct, and casual, the story-line in folktale style. Little King Max tries every
way he can to get taller, like hanging by his hands; he calls in experts; nothing works.
Two rascals who trick him into believing that they have a magic growing powder
(they dig up daisies and plant sunflowers) almost win half the kingdom and the hand
of the princess. Fortunately, the princess is both suspicious and clever, and she
unmasks the tricksters by an even better trick. So King Max adjusts to being short
and concentrates on being a good king. "And what's more," the story ends, "his
people didn't notice he was short, either." Last page, a resplendent banner: "Short is
Beautiful."
Ray, Deborah Kogan. Sunday Morning We Went to the Zoo. Harper, 1981. 80-7915. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-06-024841-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024842-4. 26p. illus. Trade ed. $8.95;
Library ed. $8.79.
It is the older of two small sisters who is the narrator, in a sunny, lightly funny
R story of a family's excursion. The itinerary is casual, the whole day punctuated by
4-6 unsatisfied yearnings for balloons (purchased, finally, at the exit) or by weeping
yrs. sessions because Mommy wouldn't buy cotton candy, or by differences of opinion
about which animals were worth watching. Not very substantial, but wholly believ-
able, the story concludes with "I had such a good time at the zoo." The illustrations,
clean in composition, have something of the tidy pastel look of Martha Alexander's
work, although the figures are on a larger scale and have much more texture and
softness.
Rinard, Judith E. Zoos without Cages. National Geographic Society, 1981. 79-3243. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-87044-335-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-87044-340-2. 104p. illus. with photographs.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $8.50.
Profusely illustrated with good quality photographs in full color, this is an excellent
R overview of the new kind of zoo first built in Hamburg in 1907, with open enclosures
5-9 that simulate the native habitat of the animals within them. The text describes zoo
procedures in caring for animals and discusses the preservation of species in captiv-
ity. There is also material about educational programs, field trips, volunteer ac-
tivities, children's zoos and other aspects of zoo programs. The writing style is
direct, the tone authoritative; an index and a brief list of books suggested for addi-
tional reading are included.
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Sachs, Marilyn. Fleet-footed Florence; illus. by Charles Robinson. Doubleday, 1981. 76-
56330. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-12745-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-12746-4. 44p. Trade
ed. $8.95; Library ed. $9.90.
She didn't excel at batting or throwing or catching, but Florence could run like a
R blue streak, and her magnificent tags brought her team, the North Dakota Beavers,
K-2 into series contention the very first year she played for them. Her greatest rival was
Fabulous Frankie, the catcher for the Yankees; she made him so angry when she
caught every fly ball he hit the fans called him Frankie the Yankee Flipper. Then they
ran into each other. Literally. It was instant love, and it led to marriage; Frankie
joined the Beavers but was always over-shadowed by his wife, who set an all-time
record for RCI's, Runs Carried In. ("Of course, she had to make sure that each
player she carried in touched base before she did.") This bubbly spoof ends with a
touch of magic and a dash of mystery, but it's the flagrant, tall-tale humor that is most
appealing in a non-sexist baseball story that will appeal, no doubt, to many readers
older than the read-aloud audience designated by the publisher. The blue-washed line
drawings echo the ebullience and humor of the story.
St. George, Judith. Call Me Margo. Putnam, 1981. 80-29532. ISBN 0-399-20790-2. 173p. $8.95.
Margo, who had gone to many schools because her family moved often, had hoped
Ad that she'd put down roots at Haywood, but it proved to be just another private school
7-9 where she was an outsider. She hoped that prowess at tennis might bring her some
recognition, but even her teammates ignored her. No, worse than that, they os-
tracized her. Were they jealous because she had special attention from the team
coach? Why were her two roommates so unpleasant? Margo makes friends with a
boy and discovers, when they play tennis, that her coach, Miss Frye, seems irritated.
Then one of her roommates tells her Miss Frye is gay. Margo, who's having academic
problems, finally adjusts to the fact that she must have self-confidence about class
work, finally realizes that her roommates are taking advantage of her and that the
proffered friendship of two other girls she's always thought of as outsiders is genuine,
finally realizes that Miss Frye is a true friend. Although the story line is crowded and
not strong, the book is written in a brisk, competent style and shows an understand-
ing of the intricate politics and pressures of the closed society of a boarding school.
San Souci, Robert D. Song of Sedna; illus. by Daniel San Souci. Doubleday, 1981. 80-627.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-15866-1; Prebound ed. ISBN 0-385-15867-X. 27p. Trade ed.
$8.95; Prebound ed. $9.90.
Although recommended by the publisher as a read-aloud book, this seems too long,
Ad too somber, and written in too sophisticated a style to be as appropriate for the
3-5 primary grades listener as it is for the middle grades independent reader. The illustra-
tions are gravely handsome, with restrained use of color against the bleak and barren
scenes of ice, rock, or ocean depths. No tribal source or printed version of the
Eskimo legend is provided; the adaptation is adequate in style. Discovering that her
mate is a bird-spirit who had appeared to her in humanform, the beautiful Sedna flees
with her father. Her husband follows in vengeful pursuit, and her father is so fright-
ened that he hurls his daughter into the sea; she is carried by a whale to a watery
throne on the peak of an underwater mountain. There she is proclaimed goddess of
the sea; there she reigns still.
Sargent, Sarah. Secret Lies. Crown, 1981. 81-7799. ISBN 0-517-54291-9. 118p. $8.95.
Elvira, thirteen, has never known her father; he had walked out when Elvira was
born, leaving her young mother bitter and resentful. Now her mother has eloped and
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Ad has left money for Elvira to go to Virginia to stay with Aunt Carrie; she had given
6-8 Elvira no warning about her marriage. Small wonder that Elvira dreamed of her
handsome father, who would some day appear, who would love her and take her to
stay with him. It isn't until Elvira meets her father's sister, a fat and loquacious
woman who shows the girl a picture of a fat, balding man that Elvira realizes she has
been deluding herself. She also realizes that the tender love Aunt Carrie and other
relatives have shown her is the balm, the belonging that she has been seeking.
Characterization and writing style are solid, but the story line is insubstantial, and the
inclusion of a sub-plot (neighbor boy who hides, becomes Elvira's friend, but runs off
alone when she decides to stay) does little to further the action, although it furnishes
an answer to one puzzling episode of Aunt Carrie's past.
Scott, Jack Denton. The Book of the Pig; illus. with photographs by Ozzie Sweet. Putnam,
1981. 80-28386. ISBN 0-399-20718-X. 64p. $8.95.
With frequent kudos from uninformed pig-lovers as well as from more scientific
R observers who attest to the intelligence, amicability, and natural (if belied) cleanli-
3-5 ness of the pig, this informative text just-but just-avoids being fulsome. It avoids
the pitfall by providing facts in a straightforward style, giving details about popular
breeds, behavior patterns, mating, care of young, and temperament. The text is
continuous, the print large, the illustrations of good quality, well-placed but not
captioned.
Selden, George. Chester Cricket's Pigeon Ride; illus. by Garth Williams. Farrar, 1981. 80-
20326. ISBN 0-374-31239-7. 57p. $10.95.
Unlike the earlier books about Chester, this is in picture book format, with a
R continuous text. Despite the format and the brevity of the book, there is little dif-
2-5 ference in level of vocabulary difficulty and probably little difference in the age of the
audience to which this will appeal. It is set in time between The Cricket in Times
Square and Tucker's Countryside; the cricket is still in Manhattan and is, in fact,
taken on a tour of the city by a friendly pigeon. It's a nice story, but it has a shade less
spontaneity than the earlier books, and the drawings are a shade less consistently
deft, although many of them have that particular combination of softness and humor
that distinguishes the work of Garth Williams.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Nate the Great and the Missing Key; illus. by Marc Simont.
Coward, 1981. 80-13952. ISBN 0-698-30726-7. 48p. (Break-of-Day Books) $6.99.
Casual and comic, Simont's drawings are, on alternate double spreads, crayon-
Ad bright and lively, adding vitality to the brisk first-person account of yet another
2-3 deductive triumph. Nate (whose habit of saying, "I, Nate the Great," becomes
boring through repetition) tells the story with understated humor: begged by his
friend Annie to find her house key so that she can get in to have a birthday party for
her dog, Nate tracks down the clues left by a third friend who has hidden the key.
Slight but satisfying, nicely structured and written, this can also be used for reading
aloud to younger children.
Simon, Seymour. Einstein Anderson Makes Up for Lost Time; illus. by Fred Winkowski.
Viking, 1981. 80-28117. ISBN 0-670-29067-X. 73p. $7.50.
In the same format as the earlier books about the twelve-year-old detective,
Ad this is a series of brief anecdotes, each a puzzler in which the reader is given a chance
4-6 (just before the turn of a page) to provide the answer before Einstein does. There's
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humor in the writing (Einstein loves bad puns) and the lure of the poser in each
anecdote, but these kinds of books are, while appealing to readers, appealing more
because of this game element than for any literary quality.
Sleator, William. That's Silly; illus. by Lawrence DiFiori. Dutton, 1981. 80-21902. ISBN
0-525-40981-5. 48p. (Smart Cat Books) $8.25.
In a bland fantasy, two children explore the difference between "real" magic and
M "pretend" magic; the illustrations incorporate the stick figures of children's drawings
1-3 into line drawings tinted with subdued beige and gray. Rachel is a literal child, Tom
an imaginative one: he says they're flying, she says not to be silly, they're swinging.
He says it's a magic drink, she says it's lemonade. But then Rachel finds a doll's head
that makes a spoken wish come true, and she knows it's magic-but is it as effective
magic as Tom's pretending? An adequate but rather diffuse story is simply told.
Slote, Alfred. C.O.L.A.R.: A Tale of Outer Space; illus. by Anthony Kramer. Lippincott,
1981. 80-8723. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-31936-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31937-1. 146p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
In a sequel to My Robot Buddy (reviewed in the February, 1976 issue) Jack Jame-
R son tells of an extraterrestrial adventure when he, his robot twin Danny, and their
3-5 parents land on an uncharted planet. They have run out of fuel on their way back to
earth, and there's no way to let Space Patrol know where they are. Thus trapped,
they are attacked by hostile robots who prove to have run away from their cruel
masters and who try to brainwash Danny into hating his human family. This is better
constructed than the first book, with more suspense and drama, and in addressing the
prejudices of the robot community it speaks to the bias within the human society.
Smith, Alison P. Help! There's a Cat Washing in Here! illus. by Amy Rowen. Dutton, 1981.
80-25522. ISBN 0-525-31630-2. 152p. $10.25.
Henry, twelve, agrees to run the household for two weeks (including the supervi-
R sion of two siblings) while his mother prepares some artwork in order to get a job.
4-6 There are a few threads that give the story cohesion (having to cope with the big
black cat that moved in, to his little sister's joy and Henry's dismay; attempts to fend
off an irritating, bossy aunt; finding his sister after she'd run away) but it's primarily
an account of the ups and downs (mostly downs) of coping with responsibility. No
strong line here, or deep characterization, but the characterization is consistent, the
relationships within the family amusingly credible, and the writing style light and
smooth.
Sullivan, Mary W. The VW Connection. Elsevier/Nelson, 1981. 80-22730. ISBN 0-525-
66701-6. 84p. $9.25.
Gordon, eleven, loves living on a farm instead of in the city, but he's afraid his
M older brother Joe, at first equally enthusiastic, is ready to quit-to go off on his own
6-7 as soon as his eighteenth birthday comes. Gordon, an ardent VW fan who's learned
the identity of every VW owner in town, offers to find Joe a girl. After a few misses,
he does find that Joe's chosen one girl but that he'd already changed his mind about
running off: he and Mom are both going to take courses at a community college
part-time and run the farm while Dad takes a job to bring in money. The book has
good familial relationships and an adequate writing style but is weak in structure and
development; the characters are believable but superficially drawn,
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Terris, Susan. No Scarlet Ribbons. Farrar, 1981. 80-28501. ISBN 0-374-35532-0. 154p. $9.95.
Rachel is delighted when her mother remarries, since she had been yearning for a
M family (her father had died) and now has a stepbrother and stepsister as well as
6-8 Norm, her stepfather. A domineering, mercurial, and thoroughly obnoxious adoles-
cent, Rachel cannot see how much dissension she's causing (it's always somebody
else who's at fault) until she has come close to alienating Norm and has deeply upset
her mother. There's a last-chapter insight/conversion that isn't quite convincing;
although Terris understands the stresses of a volatile sibling's troublemaking, she has
not created the characters believably, and the improbable dialogue further weakens
the story.
Townsend, John Rowe, The Islanders. Lippincott, 1981. 81-47105. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-
31940-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31941-X. 248p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
On an isolated, uncharted island the descendants of the Deliverer and his ship-
R mates have been living for several generations. A rigid society that lives by the words
7-10 of the Book they have inherited, a book of laws promulgated by the Deliverer, the
islanders are suspicious and hostile when two castaways are stranded on their shore.
The two are followed, in time, by others of their race (Polynesian, or a similar origin)
and the conflict that follows leads eventually to the discovery that the Deliverer, so
long revered, and his Book, so long obeyed, have recorded the sins of a violent man.
This is only discovered when a man is found who can read, a visitor to the island
where all belief has been based on oral transmission of mores. The protagonists are
two of the island's children, Molly and Tom, who have befriended the castaways and
who become involved in the conflict that leads to the exposure. This is nicely con-
ceived and structured, written with good pace and style, and with the depth that
readers have come to expect from Townsend.
Uchida, Yoshiko. A Jar of Dreams. Atheneum, 1981. 81-3480. ISBN 0-689-50210-9. 131p.
$8.95.
A story of the Depression Era is told by eleven-year-old Rinko, the only girl in a
R Japanese-American family living in Oakland and suffering under the double burden of
3-5 financial pressure and the prejudice that had increased with the tension of economic
competition. Into the household comes a visitor who is a catalyst for change, Aunt
Waka, a younger sister of Rinko's mother, a self-confident woman who encourages
her brother-in-law to defend himself against persecution, to start his own business.
For her niece, suffering from the bias she's met at school, Aunt Waka's serenity sets
an example: Rinko realizes that the name-calling may hurt but that it shouldn't make
her value herself any less. In addition to the jar in which she's saving college money,
Rinko plans a "jar of dreams," a fund that can be used to visit Japan, now that she is
no longer too embarrassed to acknowledge her Japanese heritage. Smoothly written,
smoothly structured, this gives a picture of a time, a culture, and a child that is
moving and is realistic in the extent of the change and development in Rinko and her
family.
Van Allsburg, Chris. Jumanji; written and illus. by Chris Van Allsburg. Houghton, 1981.
80-29632. ISBN 0-395-30448-2. 28p. $9.95.
Two children, alone at home while their parents are gone for the afternoon, play a
R game they have found lying under a tree. Judy reads the rules for the game,
2-4 "Jumanji," and realizes that it must be played to the end; not until they begin play do
she and Peter know why that's true. With each roll of the dice, there's a new hazard:
a menacing lion, a troop of destructive monkeys, a torrential monsoon, a herd of
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rhinos, etc. As soon as they reach their game goal and Judy yells "Jumanji" the air is
cleared, all signs of the havoc caused by the animals disappear, and by the time
Mother and Father return the children have taken the game back to the tree. As the
story ends, they watch two other children find and retrieve the game. Freshly imagi-
native, a nice odyssey-from boredom to wild excitement and back to placid, every-
day life-is adequately told and brilliantly illustrated, the soft black and white pic-
tures (Conte pencil and dust) almost velvety in their soft texture. As he did in The
Garden ofAbdul Gasazi (reviewed in the February, 1980 issue) Van Allsburg uses the
contrast of light and shadow, and the solidity of forms with distinct mastery.
Wallin, Luke. The Redneck Poacher's Son. Bradbury, 1981. 80-26782. ISBN 0-87888-174-3.
245p. $8.95.
Jesse is sixteen, younger than his two brothers who seem as hostile and prejudiced
R as their father, the poacher of the title. Jesse loves animals, hates his father's trapping
8- in their Alabama swamp, hates the fact that his father sells rotten fish and adulterated
moonshine, and begins to hate his father when he deduces that Paw had murdered
Jesse's mother many years before. When Jesse moves into town to work, he dis-
covers that his brothers are KKK members, and he is heartsick; he makes some new
friends: the daughter of his boss, and a black fellow worker. Both know that Jesse's
growing anger has made him decide to kill his father. He doesn't; the problem of
Paw's drunken bullying is solved in another way, so that the story has a positive and
logical ending. Save for the fact that a medium (through whom the dead speak,
including Jesse's mother) is presented as realistic, this is a most effective story, with
a vivid conveyance of the setting as well as of the slobbering, threatening Paw, who is
the strongest if least appealing character in the story. Jesse is almost a Billy Budd:
kind, trusting, loving, patient but not perfect, and it is his imperfection, his anger,
that makes it possible for the reader to empathize with him, an empathy that
heightens the suspense of the last portion of the book.
Westall, Robert. The Scarecrows. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-2052. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00612-4;
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00613-2. 185p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
Thirteen-year-old Simon, in this English story, is already deeply disturbed by his
R mother's second marriage: he detests the jovial, sloppy, obese artist, Joe, who is his
6-9 new stepfather; he resents the way his small sister fawns on Joe; and he bitterly
compares Joe to his own father, handsome and brave, dead but still adored by his
son. It is near his stepfather's house that Simon sees the three scarecrows that terrify
him, effigies dressed in the clothes of three people who had died in a bitter love
triangle decades before. In his own tortured, secret way Simon-already at odds with
his mother and stepfather because of his recalcitrant hostility-uses the scarecrows
as symbols for his internal struggle to conquer his anger and jealousy. This is more
intense than Westall's previous books, more vehement in the protagonist's re-
lationships with others, more obscure in his battle against the scarecrows; it is writ-
ten, however, with the same fluency and conviction that have distinguished the other
books by Westall, a winner of the Carnegie Medal.
Willett, John. The Singer in the Stone. Houghton, 1981. 80-22771. ISBN 0-395-30374-5. 86p.
$6.95.
In a future time, the poets and singers-the Dreamers-have all disappeared and the
Ad world is peopled by peaceful, dull persons who believe in facts only. One young
6-7 person rescues a singer (Rubythroat Singer, he is called) and is drawn to his imagina-
tive songs, but the other Plain People reject such imagining and questioning and
ostracize Rubythroat. He is driven to go outside the world, into the Beyond, to seek
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the other Dreamers--or their spirits-to try again together to waken the Plain People
to dreaming before it is too late. There is some appeal in the concept of the need for
creative beauty in a prosaic world, but the fantasy doesn't have any vitality and the
ending is weak and inconclusive.
Wiseman, David. Jeremy Visick. Houghton, 1981. 80-28116. ISBN 0-395-30449-0. 170p. $7.95.
Matthew first sees the gravestone of the Visick family while doing a school history
R assignment, and he is curious about the youngest Visick, Jeremy. The bodies of his
6-8 father and brothers had been recovered from a mine disaster in 1852, but Jeremy,
twelve, still lay in the mine. First, Matthew sees visions of the Visick family; then he
moves back into their time, where he becomes Jeremy's friend. All this takes place in
a series of midnight rambles that have Matthew's family deeply troubled, especially
in the final episode, in which Matthew narrowly escapes death in the old mine shaft
but finds Jeremy's skeleton and insists that it be buried with the rest of his family.
Wiseman does a good job of blending the realistic and the fantistic elements of the
story, which moves with good pace and suspense; he also uses a natural device to
give information about the old coppermines of the Cornish setting by having Matthew
gather facts to help solve the mystery that haunts him.
Zindel, Paul. The Girl Who Wanted a Boy. Harper, 1981.'80-8939. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-
026867-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026868-9. 148p. Trade ed. $9.13; Library ed. $8.89.
Sibella is fifteen. She can fix anything, and has earned quite a bit doing so. She's
M good at anything scientific and technical, and she's never had a date. In fact, she's
7-9 avidly reading How to Pick Up Boys, dreaming of the perfect male, jealous of her
popular older sister. Yet she's resistant when her Mother nags. "You're getting old
enough to have a little action for yourself," Mom says when Sibella complains about
the men she brings home, "I'm not going to let a bellaching physics major of a
daughter cramp my style." Sister Maureen takes Sibella to a club where men do a
strip act, having decided "Oh my God, my poor sister is fifteen years old and she
hasn't gone all the way yet." Starved for love, Sibella tracks down a young man
whose picture she's seen in the paper, dogs his footsteps, professes her love even
when he makes it clear that she's a nuisance, finally withdraws her savings so that she
can buy a van and give her adored Dan his dream: a way to leave town. He rejects
her, comes back to accept the van, which then serves as a place for them to make
love. This is carefully elided: "As his lips touched hers, she knew why she had been
born. The last picture in her mind before she fell so totally into his body was that of a
great proud lion, a shouting ringmaster. And then came the prancing white horses as
the circus came to town." That's the end, save for Sibella's musings about the
strength and beauty of love. There are sexist overtones throughout the book, which
has an unconvincing plot, adequate if uneven style, and characters that seem just
exaggerated enough to be not quite credible.
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